COMPACT
STORAGE
Zo Sidecar Zo Slim Tonic Trolley Tonic Stash

ALL THE FUNCTION
COMPACT FORM.
Space is at a premium in today’s workplace, creating the need for mobile, versatile
storage and organization solutions – in compact sizes. Watson’s collection of compact
storage products offer a smaller form without sacrificing function – allowing users the
storage they need, at a fraction of the size. Watson’s innovative laminate-steel storage
products provide unique materiality and exceptional durability.

Zo Sidecar
Introducing the Zo Sidecar. With a compact footprint
and thoughtful feature set, Sidecar raises the bar for
innovative, design-forward companion storage.

Form + Function
Sidecar redefines narrow-footprint companion storage
both visually and interactively. Available in two sizes,
Sidecar features unique, functional design details: an
accent bezel lock face, no-pull drawer face, low profile
casters, inset top surface, integrated tow bar and
optional USB charging.

Lock bezel
is color-matched
with tow bar

Felt bin

Felt-lined tray for small items and
devices. COM options available.

Laser cut steel tow bar stows
neatly inside perimeter of
tray recess

Optional
USB port

Simple drawer design
requires no pull

Parking for bins, bags,
or running shoes

Low profile
casters

Thoughtful Details
Sidecar’s drawer hardware is fully concealed with premium
soft-close undermount slides. The tow bar provides a stylish,
functional detail, enabling efficient and more ergonomic
mobility. The inset top provides easy drawer access without
requiring a pull, lending to the clean, simple design.
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Zo Slim

Tonic Stash

Tonic Trolley

Zo Slim offers the same streamlined
design, sustainable materiality, robust
construction and ample finish options
as the rest of the Zo family of storage
– in a new, compact size.

Stash is the perfect solution for users
with limited space that appreciate a
stylish, clutter free work environment.
Compact outer dimensions make
Stash the ideal companion to highdensity open plan environments,
while providing ample storage for
essential work tools.

A fresh alternative to conventional
workplace storage, this compact and
mobile unit provides easy access
with its unique, sliding top drawer.
Tonic Trolley is loaded with functional
compartments to organize personal
items for work and play.
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WHY WATSON COMPACT
STORAGE?

At Watson, it’s the details that make the difference. We practice sustainability
in our processes and our products - utilizing recycled and recyclable materials
and building adjustable furniture that lasts.
All of our storage cases are constructed right here in Poulsbo, WA, utilizing
no-added-formaldehyde (NAF), thermally fused laminate (TFL) with green-list
PPE (PVC free) edge banding.
•

•
•

Our flush-mount corner construction technique and hidden
fasteners and hardware result in a clean, seamless design
aesthetic and unmatched quality.
Watson storage products endure rigorous testing, above and
beyond BIFMA standards
We ship storage products fully assembled so installation is a
breeze.
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What’s more, we offer a lifetime guarantee on everything we manufacture, so
you can feel great about buying Watson products.

